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I was relaxing in our screened porch in our little cottage in the forest, feeling rather
pleased with myself. It had been an arduous week of the usual combat for liberty, but
there had been victories.

I was reading a decorating magazine (we all have our vices). The grass was dewy;
birds were loud. The morning was glorious.

I was feeling pioneer-ish and independent. I was alone in the house; Brian was
traveling. I enjoyed the narrative moment: “Lady in the woods.”

Then I heard a “thump” about eight feet away behind my head. It was an exasperated
thump, like a teenager slamming the door to his room. Like, “Really??”

I glanced behind me and saw the enormous ears and forehead of a sizable brown
bear, who was ducking insolently, clearly aware of me, to lower himself behind the
trash cans.

I sped indoors, locking the door. I grabbed a weapon out of the hall closet. In my
haste, I grabbed the weapon that looked like a rifle, instead of the actual rifle, which
was in a case. Thus I found myself locked in an upstairs bathroom, cowering, armed
with a BB gun.

I sort of knew this bear. Brian had captured on his trail camera about a year ago,
what must have been this bear and his brother or sister, when the little ones were
just adorable cubs. One of the cubs had nuzzled the trailcam til the mom had batted
it away, urging her little ones to follow her deeper into the woods, far from the
dangerous things of men. One of the cubs was now this massive creature, that bear-
watchers call a “sub-adult.”

I saw, peering fearfully out of the window, that it was no longer cute and fat. It was
was thin, but massively muscled, and looked disoriented. It must have been eight feet
long.

I paced into the upstairs bedroom and secured the windows. The bear left the
garbage cans, and followed me around the corner of the house. I could now see it
pacing and sniffing directly opposite the bedroom windows, though on the ground
level. There were windows all around the house on that level. Bears had been known
to break into homes.

I looked under the bed: hiding there could not save me if the bear made it into the
house. I realized I was holding a BB gun, and felt ridiculous. Even if I managed to
shoot it, this would do nothing but enrage him. The thin bedroom doors that I had
thought so rustic and charming, could be broken down by an angry animal of that
size in no time.

My heart pounded as I realized that he was not leaving; he continued pacing and
circling, no matter where I went.

I went back into the bathroom, and locked that door with its flimsy lock.

There he was again, outside on that side of the house, as if he was spotting me or as if
he could scent me. Surely he could smell my fear.

I cowered behind the bathroom curtain. The bear paused in its ransacking of the
trash, stood up again on hind legs, looked right at me — or smelled right at me —
and bared its long, sharp yellow teeth.

If I had had sympathy for the hungry teenager abandoned by its mom (or
“emancipated” by its mom, as the bear watching sites explain) it evaporated.

I was on the phone with Brian, frozen with fear.

“Make yourself big! Shout at him!” Brian instructed. That was impossible. I could not
move. I could hardly breathe.

That would be it, surely, I thought, after he’d exhausted the trash bag. He’d leave
now, surely. But no. He came back toward me again like a nightmare, and headed
once more to circle the house.

I called the sheriff’s office.

Twice they told me that nothing could be done, and to stay inside. I don’t blame the
Columbia County Sheriffs. They have issues to deal with more serious than a former
city lady trapped in her house by a hungry bear.

But the bear kept circling right up against the walls of the house. This went on for an
hour. Adrenaline poured through my bloodstream. I did wonder if I would die that
day.

When I called back in spite of myself and begged the police for help, they told me to
call again only if he managed to break into the house. (Thank you, ‘Defund the Police’
advocates...)

At certain points of extreme stress, I could not even bring myself any longer to look
outside to see where the bear was. What if I looked and couldn’t see him because he
was already in the house? I went right into a place that is familiar to those of us with
PTSD - a traumatized place where you freeze, and where you engage in magical
thinking.

If I don’t look at the bear he won’t be there. If I don’t meet his gaze he won’t see me or smell
me. I am somewhere else. I am not really here.

Reader, after an hour I was saved when brave colleagues of mine, Craig Klein,
Reinette Senum and Jamie Arrigo, who had been meeting nearby, drove down our
wooded driveway, blowing their car horns. I raced down the steps, never so happy to
see people in my life. Reinette laughed at the sight of me racing to open the door, still
carrying my useless BB gun.

I think I was coherent, but I was in shock. An officer from the Sheriff’s department
arrived at the same time, bless him. Humans saved me. The aggressor, the wild
animal, had been scared away, and not by me. I’d been a wreck, hopeless.

For days, I ruminated about the sharp yellow teeth of that bear, exposed as he raised
his snout into the air, sniffing, like a scene from a horrifying fairy tale.

Why do I tell this story?

Because - the bear had been growing more and more comfortable emerging from the
woods; he grew more and more comfortable exploring our trash and then he took
over territory in exploring our lawn; he was “habituated” ultimately, as bear watchers
say; he had ownership of the lawn and was circling the house to mark his territory.
He was comfortable at last in stalking the homeowners.

He was here because — I had done nothing to stop him. He was here because I let
him slowly take over our home.

My not being able to look directly at the bear did not make me any safer. My denial
put me in greater danger.

This all, of course, really happened. But that does not mean it is not also a metaphor.

The same week that this happened, I also finalized my reporting about the Pfizer
vaccines, showing — what I knew for months I would eventually find.

The heart of the manufacture and distribution of millions of doses of the MRNA
vaccines that are causing such a swath of death and destruction throughout North
America and Western Europe, is enmeshed with the plans, methods and
manufacturing infrastructure of our existential adversary.

The enemy is within our very bodies.

Since I first started reading the reports produced by the 3000 medical and scientific
experts of the WarRoom/DailyClout Pfizer Documents Research Volunteers team,
based on the 55000 Pfizer documents released under court order, I knew I was seeing
not just medicine gone wrong, not just a greedy pharmaceutical company and a
regulatory agency that was fully corrupted, but rather, or additionally, I was seeing a
massive act of war. [https://campaigns.dailyclout.io/campaign/brand/cc3b3e5a-6536-
4738-8ed6-5ee368c67240]

When I saw the eighteen months’ worth of sudden deaths, slow deaths, encephalies,
strokes, heart attacks, pericarditis, myocarditis, Guillain Barre, Bell’s palsy, MS,
blood clots, lung clots, leg clots, blue-green breast milk, spontaneous abortions,
stillbirths, neonatal seizures, neonatal multi-organ system failure, liver damage,
kidney damage, suppressed lactation, suppressed sperm count, disrupted menses, all
detailed the Pfizer documents; when I saw the fact that 34,000 plus of the 42000 plus
adverse events “cases” itemized in the worldwide rollout of the Pfizer injections,
were sustained in the US — with the next largest group being sustained in Western
Europe - and that the 56 countries around the world that also had Pfizer injections
rolled out, amounted for only a bit over 7000 adverse events total — I knew I was
seeing not just medicine gone wrong on a massive scale, but rather that I was seeing
an act of war.

When I saw the doubling of neonatal deaths in country after country, the rise of 34%
above normal in stillbirths and spontaneous abortions for vaccinated versus
unvaccinated mothers; when I saw that 3816 vaccinated women in the VAERS
database lost their babies — 57% of all the neonatal deaths in all the time that
VAERS records had been kept — [https://www.clarkcountytoday.com/news/cdc-
database-shows-death-risk-for-babies-of-vaccinated-mothers/]; when I saw that of 36
pregnancies followed in the Pfizer documents, 28 of the babies died
[https://www.drpaulalexander.com/blogs/news/etana-hecht-israeli-scientist-
researcher-vaccinated-women-fertility-signals-are-coming-through-the-fda-pfizer-
actively-worked-to-keep-this-data-hidden-from-sight-for-our-lifetimes]; when I saw
the rise of 40 per cent in death rates and the shocking rise in cases of disability in the
West [https://journal.rajeshtaylor.com/further-disturbing-rates-of-disability-
mortality-in-life-insurance-data-since-covid-vaccine-rollout/—] I knew I was not
seeing just medicine gone wrong on a massive scale, but that I was witnessing an act
of war.

When I saw that you could boost the lethality or the damage caused by the injection
by simply changing how dilute the solution is, or simply by reassigning which brand
you use - with Moderna (100 mcg) far more damaging than Pfizer (30 mcg) — I knew
that I was seeing not just medicine gone wrong on massive scale, but an act of war.

When I saw a study out of Hong Kong in 2021 — a study that, of course, was
answerable to the CCP — that revealed that a second dose (a “booster”) into the
bloodstreams of mice, resulted in visibly enlarged hearts with white patches that
could be seen by the naked eye, as well as cytokine storms and liver damage, I
realized that the two-dose regime and then the “boosters” were slow but progressive
ways to damage and then destroy the health of Western patients. The study
concluded: “Post-vaccination myopericarditis is reported after immunization with
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines.”

And yet with this CCP-overseen finding, that by injecting mammals with the MRNA vaccine,
their hearts were visibly damaged, the worldwide injection program kept going.

[https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/74/11/1933/6353927; Intravenous Injection of
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) mRNA Vaccine Can Induce Acute
Myopericarditis in Mouse Model, Can Li, Yanxia Chen, Yan Zhao, David
Christopher Lung, Zhanhong Ye, Wenchen Song, Fei-Fei Liu, Jian-Piao Cai, Wan-
Man Wong, Cyril Chik-Yan Yip, Jasper Fuk-Woo Chan, Kelvin Kai-Wang To,
Siddharth Sridhar, Ivan Fan-Ngai Hung, Hin Chu, Kin-Hang Kok, Dong-Yan Jin,
Anna Jinxia Zhang, Kwok-Yung Yuen; Clinical Infectious Diseases, Volume 74, Issue
11, 1 June 2022, Pages 1933–1950, https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciab707]

We were told that Pfizer/BioNTech is a German company. But it is actually a
German-Chinese company. Since I first found that Pfizer/BioNTech had an MOU
with Fosun Pharmaceuticals, a major CCP-linked pharmaceutical company based in
Shanghai, to make the Pfizer/BioNTech MRNA vaccines, I knew that with a bit more
digging I would find China at the heart of these acts of war.

BioNTech’s SEC filing shows that the MOU with Fosun Pharmaceuticals includes an
equity investment by Fosun in BioNTech. In other words, the CCP is an equity investor
in BioNTech: “As part of the strategic alliance with Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical
(Group) Co., Ltd (“Fosun Pharma”; Stock Symbol: 600196.SH, 02196.HK) whereby the
two companies will work together on the development of BNT162 in China, Fosun
agreed to make an equity investment which was received in mid-April 2020. The
issuance of 1,580,777 ordinary shares with the nominal amount of k€ 1,581 was
registered within the commercial register (Handelsregister) as of April 23, 2020.” Not
only that but: “Ai-Min Hui, President of Global R&D, and Chief Medical Officer of
Fosun Pharma said: ”We are closely working with BioNTech and regulatory
authorities to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the vaccine candidate, in order to
synchronize the development process in China with other countries, and to bring the
vaccine to public as soon as possible, if the vaccine succeeds.”
[https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1776985/000119312520210694/d54613d424b3.
htm]

Fosun is not separate from the CCP; it is the CCP: Fosun acquired almost half of
Sinopharm: “In 2003 Fosun Pharmaceutical acquired 49% stake of Sinopharm Group
(Chinese: 国药控股). […] In 2008, a year before the initial public offering of Sinopharm
Group, Fosun Pharmaceutical owned the direct parent company of Sinopharm
Group, Sinopharm Industrial Investment (Chinese: 国药产业投资) instead; the
majority owner of the joint venture was state-owned China National Pharmaceutical
Group (Sinopharm).” 2003年年报 [2003 Annual Report] (PDF). Fosun Industrial. 24
April 2004. Retrieved 5 August 2018– via Shanghai Stock Exchange website. [^ 国药集
团复星联合成⽴⾸家混合所有制药企. 企业观察报 (in Chinese (China)). 4 August 2014.
Retrieved 5 August 2018 – via Sina; ^ 2009年年报 [2009 Annual Report] (PDF). Fosun
Pharmaceutical. 25 March 2010. Retrieved 5 August 2018 – via Shanghai Stock
Exchange website.; ^ "Connection Transaction" (PDF) (Press release). Shanghai:
Fosun International. 20 June 2008.]

Sinopharm, of course, as you see above, of which Fosun owns almost half, is owned in
turn directly by the Chinese State and thus reports directly to the CCP.

The initial BioNTech/Fosun MOU seems to imply that all of the BioNTech/Fosun
joint ventures’ activity is in China, or in regions aligned with or close to China. But is
that now the case? Fosun Pharma did not stay in China.

It came here. Fosun Pharmaceuticals is now also Fosun Pharmaceuticals USA, with
branches for R and D and product formulation in Boston, MA and Princeton, NJ:
[https://fosunpharmausa.com/covid19/pcr/]

It is producing formulations and products in the US for distribution in the US and
around the world. Fosun Pharma has built a “global operation strategy” for the
manufacture of COVID-19 vaccines, COVID-19 PCR tests and COVID-19 antigen
tests:

“Fosun Pharma has built a strong root in China and developed a global operation
strategy, with pharmaceutical manufacturing and R&D being the largest and core business
segment, […]”

“In 2021, the revenue from new and sub-new products including COMIRNATY®
(mRNA COVID-19 vaccine, also known as BNT162b2), […] accounted for over 25% of
the revenue in the pharmaceutical manufacturing segment;
· Revenue from regions outside Mainland China and countries overseas reached
RMB13,599 million, accounting for 34.86% of the total revenue, marking a step
forward on globalization.” [Italics mine].

And more: “Continuously strengthening the global operation capability and making
further enhancement for globalization, Fosun Pharma has formed a global operating
system for R&D, manufacturing and commercialization, and continuously expands
overseas markets. [..] Globalization capability is continuously strengthened. The
second headquarters in the United States help to build a global business landscape
with full coverage of R&D, manufacturing and commercialization.[…]

“By the end of 2021, Fosun Pharma’s overseas commercialization team with over
1,200 employees has built marketing platforms in the United States, Africa and Europe
[italics mine] and has achieved direct sales of formulations to the U.S. market. […] The
COVID-19 test kit by Fosun Diagnostics has been sold in over ten countries. […]
Gland Pharma, a holding subsidiary in India, received approvals from the US FDA for 13
generic drugs in 2021.

“Leveraging the current global manufacturing capability and world-class
manufacturing facilities [...] Fosun Pharma has accelerated the acquirement of
international GMP certification of domestic production lines, laying a solid
foundation for exporting domestic products. In January and March 2022, Fosun
Pharmaceutical Industrial obtained the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP)’s license to
produce and supply the generic version of Merck’s oral COVID-19 treatment
Molnupiravir and Pfizer’s oral COVID-19 treatment Nirmatrelvir, as well as the co-
packaged product of Nirmatrelvir and Ritonavir of Pfizer [….]. The license includes
both ingredients and the finished drug. Through this license, Fosun Pharma devoted
itself further to fighting against the pandemic around the world.”

Fosun Pharma USA offers potential partners: “A global reach with a focus on the
United States and China markets”. It offers “US Rights” and “Global Rights” as well
as “China Rights.” [https://fosunpharmausa.com/innovative-medicine/]

[https://fosunpharmausa.com/fosun-pharma-2021-annual-results-announcement/].

The FDA Filing for the Fosun Pharma USA facility says the facility is authorized to
“develop specifications,” including for the PCR tests and antigen tests it creates, and
that the facility can also have US agents: [https://fda.report/Company/Fosun-Pharma-
Usa-Inc]

This is crucial. Fosun Pharmaceuticals does not just partner with Pfizer/BioNTech to
make the COVID-19 vaccines: they make, as noted, the PCR tests that are the one
primary metric that determine the scale of the pandemic in North America and
Western Europe and thus the “lockdowns” of whole countries, whole industrial
sectors.

A CCP-run company, and CCP-created product, thus, decides — who can go to work
or school, who must close his or her shop, who can or cannot travel — in all of
Europe and the US: [https://fosunpharmausa.com/covid19/pcr/]. A CCP-run company
decides the formulation of the PCR and antigen tests that go deep into the
nasopharyngeal cavities of Westerners who are forced, week after week, to test and
test and test with these products. This is what is on the Fosun Pharma USA’s product
pages:
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The following products are developed in the Princeton NJ Fosun Pharma USA
facility:

So this CCP-owned hybrid entity is here now and it is creating the diagnostic
instruments that determine the scale of the pandemic in the West. The CCP can thus
dial it up or down.

It also makes: millions of the Pfizer/BioNTech MRNA injections, the Merck COVID-
19 pill Molnupiravir, the Pfizer COVID-19 pill Paxlovid — for which Pfizer CEO
Albert Bourla just signed a contract with the US government for 10 million doses and
$5.29 billion dollars for 2022 [https://www.fiercepharma.com/manufacturing/pfizer-
boosts-paxlovid-manufacturing-capacity-as-merck-s-rival-covid-pill-sees] — all this
for the US and for ten other countries including the EU.

These are all formulated and distributed by a company leading directly to Chinese
Communist Party.

When Pres. Biden does a deal with Pfizer/BioNTech in the millions of dollars, with
our tax money, he is giving a substantial portion of the funds to China. When he
spends a billion dollars via omnibus bills for PPE, including millions for PCR and
antigen tests, he is writing checks to — China.

This is from Fosun Pharmaceutical USA’s website section “R and D”: look at the last
three entries:

Is Fosun a squeaky clean CCP-run Pharma enterprise? In 2018 a whistleblower —
and in China that is courageous thing to be — broke a scandal revealing that Fosun
Pharmaceuticals had “massively” faked its data and also bribed regulators. Facilities
were so chaotic that the US FDA sent the company a stern letter.
[https://www.fiercepharma.com/manufacturing/fosun-pharma-massively-fakes-api-
production-data-and-bribes-regulators-whistle-blower].

BioNTech’s SEC filing reports as 100 per cent achieved, a tech transfer to — China.
Not to a “Chinese company” or a “Chinese individual” but to the country of —
China:

[https://investors.biontech.de/node/12681/html

Further, the SEC filing explains that it will effect the “technology transfer with
China” after marketing approval has been granted. I don’t know what “Technology
transfer” or “tech transfer” means in this SEC filing; SEC filing experts who have
reviewed it for me have suggested that this can mean IP, manufacturing
methodologies, formulas, data, or all four. But surely it is significant that the
company BioNTech has declared as 100 % complete or in process, a “Tech transfer”
to CHINA. It is not “sharing” the tech or “licensing” the tech — it is transferring the
tech. That means that in some capacity, China will be or is in charge of some aspect
of BioNTech’s technology, however that is defined here.

So take all of the above, and map it against the 150,000 plus adverse events in the
Pfizer documents, the deadly harms to reproduction, the Western baby die-off, the
babies in seizures; map it against the population drop, the rise in disabilities, map it
against the rigid, cruel vaccine mandates aimed at Western defense forces (Canada’s,
and Australia’s and all of Western Europe’s, as well as at the most powerful military
in the world, that of the United States) — map it against the vaccine mandates aimed
at our police, our health care workers, our firefighters, our pilots, our first
responders, our kids, our babies — all this done by a White House captive, via Hunter
Biden’s laptop, to the CCP. Add to all of this the evidence of birth rates declining,
especially in the West, by 12-20 per cent:
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New Data from Germany: Births and Even Abortions are Down!

DEAR READERS: I lost my Twitter account due to censorship. They want the

global birth declines hidden! Please share this article widely to defeat the censors.

Thank you :-) Three weeks ago, I wrote an article about Germany, highlighting a

very large and consistent drop in births starting January this year, 9 months after

vaccination of young people began…
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How better to cripple the world’s other superpower than by destroying our American
front lines and our American next generation, with tainted, murderous vaccines,
flowed easily enough into the West via (not even that many) shell companies and
cutouts? How easy to do the same to Western Europe, to Canada and Australia, as a
whole?

Take all of the above and consider that the virus originated in China; and now all of
the testing apparatuses, as well as millions of the vaccines, the catastrophically
damaging or lethal “solutions” to the virus, also all originate from the same folks; the
same leadership cadre who brought the world forced abortions, citizens welded into
their homes, Uighur concentration camps, and organ harvesting.

I made the case in my new book The Bodies of Others that a transnational group of
bad actors - including the WEF, The WHO, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
tech companies and the CCP — used the pandemic to crush humanity and in
particular to destroy the West.

With the provenance of the vaccines and tests, you can see yet another mechanism,
yet another core methodology of this warfare.

Mapping these points of evidence, I think you may start to see what I see.

This all means, of course, that we are staring into the abyss right now.

Traumatized or not, we all need to snap out of denial.

We let our adversary come too close to us. Into our very bloodstreams.

We need to save each other.

We need to turn and face the ravening beast.
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Writes 15 hr agoKatherine Watt Bailiwick News

The bear is already in the house.

https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program

I fully agree that the entire Covid-project is an act of war.

But I think the perpetrators are a transnational group of individuals that includes but is not limited to CCP.

Their primary allegiance is not to China, or Germany, or America, or any other nation-state. Their primary

allegiance is to each other and Satan, and their entwined goals are centralization of their own earthly

power and wealth, and the destruction of human souls by severing them from relationship with God and

the eternal.

Many of the key players are in the US, and the legal frameworks legalizing the crimes — not making them

morally right but making them on-paper legal — originate in the US, in the American Congress, White

House and Administrative State, with SCOTUS and other federal courts acting as mostly silent

accomplices, providing judicial ‘cover’ to the crimes and the criminals to render them legally untouchable.

For now, anyway. Until the critical mass of We the People change the lawmakers and the laws to restore

the Constitution, the rule of law and the criminalization of murder, maiming, bioterrorism and genocide.

⸻⸻⸺

I started looking closely at the legal architecture supporting the Covid national prison panopticon on Jan.

30, 2022, after hearing Attorney Todd Callender’s interview, which provided information about the

American domestic legal framework; how it fit with the oddly-coordinated pandemic story told by

governments worldwide; and how it relates to the World Health Organization International Health

Regulations of 2005 at the center.

Prior to that day, I’d spent a lot of time, with increasing confusion and alarm and despair, trying to figure

out why the U.S. Constitutional legal system hadn’t put a stop to the nonsense as its nonsensicality

became obvious to so many people.

Why did it continue, with no end in sight, and not even a glimpse of a path to the end?

I’ve learned why, and how.

A whole lot of things that once were federal and state crimes and civil rights violations have been

legalized by Congress through legislative, statutory revisions to the United States Code, signed by US

Presidents, and implemented at the administrative, regulatory level by the Department of Health and

Human Services through the Code of Federal Regulations.

I’ve reported on those findings in small bits and pieces, connecting the laws to court cases, executive

orders, guidance documents for industry and researchers, academic papers, intellectual property patents,

regulatory amendments, psychological manipulation programs, geopolitical developments and other facts

as they’ve floated across my field of view.

I think the critical decay began around 1983, when the ‘public health emergencies’ section was added to

the 1944 Public Health Service Act, although the 1944 PHSA itself represented an additional militarization

of human medicine in the United States.

Most of the worst laws have been passed since 2000 — just before 9/11 and the US Department of

Defense false flag anthrax attacks.

They are listed at the main American Domestic Bioterrorism Program post

https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program

with links to the full text of each law, and a short summary of what I understand about how each one fits

into the overall scheme.

The basic goal of the architects, which has been achieved, was to set up legal conditions in which all

governing power in the United States could be automatically transferred from the citizens and the three

Constitutional branches into the two hands of the Health and Human Services Secretary, effective at the

moment the HHS Secretary himself declared a public health emergency, legally transforming free citizens

into enslaved subjects.

That happened on Jan. 31, 2020, in effect as of Jan. 27, 2020 through the present day.

In other words: Congress and US Presidents legalized and funded the overthrow of the U.S. Constitution,

the U.S. government and the American people, through a massive domestic bioterrorism program

relabeled as a public health program, conducted by the HHS Secretary on behalf of the World Health

Organization and its financial backers.
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